In the article by Guo et al., entitled “The Predictive Value of NT-Pro-Brain Natriuretic Peptide for Risk of Pneumonia in Patients on Maintenance Hemodialysis” [Blood Purif. 2020; 49(3):348–355, DOI: 10.1159/000504524], the following corrections should be made:

In the section of Statistical Analysis, we stated that “According to cutoff value, we transformed data into categorized variable. Based on the cutoff value, we created the Kaplan-Meier curves of survival, and it was compared by log-rank test.” The correct sentence should be: “According to median, we transformed data into categorized variable. Based on the median, we created the Kaplan-Meier curves of survival, and it was compared by log-rank test.”

In the Results section, we stated that “Based on the value of cutoff, we built the Kaplan-Meier curve to determine the potential utility of log NT-proBNP.” The correct sentence should be: “Based on the value of median, we built the Kaplan-Meier curve to determine the potential utility of log NT-proBNP.”

Besides, we accidentally presented the wrong images in Figure 1. The corrected version of Figure 1 has been provided below.

These errors have no effect on the results, and all of our conclusions stand. The authors would like to apologize for any inconvenience caused.

**Fig. 1.** Kaplan-Meier survival curves of first pneumonia event during follow-up in hemodialysis patients, according to log NT-proBNP values above or below the median (the value is 3,071 pg/mL). proBNP, pro-brain natriuretic peptide.